
Position: Content Creation Coordinator
Hours: Full Time/Year round
Salary: $50k-$60k
Benefits: On page 3
Location: Salt Lake City

Job Description

The Content Creation Coordinator aka Content Creator is the iPhone
camera wiz. Your job is to create content across all mediums that Pit
Viper uses.  What does that mean? Your job is to create photos, videos
and words that make people laugh, and/or buy Pit Vipers. All the time.

Working as a team of 2, Content Creators will have an assigned,
prioritized task list of content to create.  These assignments could
come from the creative or marketing departments but will be managed by
the Creative Manager. Their job is to make those pieces of content,
have them approved and polished, then submitted. This could mean
making a set of 4 videos for TikTok ads, writing captions on
user-submitted content for the organic instagram channel, writing a
one-liner of copy for the announcement bar on the top of the website,
or wait–no–your priority is ads. So maybe standing in front of the
camera setting a television on fire with a flamethrower, to make an ad
that makes us laugh.

As the coordinator, this also means doing the grunt work. That will
include getting props, finding models, booking spaces, working with
photographers, creating shot lists, and making sure every detail of a
shoot comes together as planned.



Requirements

● Funny
● Like seriously
● Eye for content
● Ability to capture content with that eye
● Multimedia ability

○ Still photo and video
● Content editing

○ Photos - simple, in-phone color brightening
■ Skill level: Canva free trial

○ Videos - simple, in-phone app editing
■ Skill level: Capcut

● Copywriting
○ Able to come up with one liners that make us laugh
○ 9th grade level Grammar and Spelling

Duties

● Creating visuals and words for all channels of the company
○ Primary focus

■ Ads
■ Ads
■ Ads

○ Other areas
■ Organic Social Media
■ Website
■ Email
■ Customer Experience

● Reporting?
○ No!

Bonus Skills
● Backflips
● Cool style but not like annoyingly trendy

Managed by
● Creative manager



Benefits

- 401k
- Healthcare ($400)
- Cell Phone
- 20 Days PTO per year
- Profit Sharing bonus structure
- Wellness Benefit ($1000)
- Monthly Gear Allowance ($200)
- Bike to Work Reimbursement
- Profit Sharing


